Apartments Available
Several East Campus apartments are now
available for immediate occupancy by married
students enrolled in the college. For information,
contact the Housing- Office, Tillman Hall, or telephone Extension 347.
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"Our Miss Brooks" -- Olis Brooks
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Spring Hop Introduces
"Mr. Personality" Price
Rules Set Governing
Literary, Art Contest

"Mister Personality" — Lloyd Price

In an effort to promote a greater literary and artistic awareness among the students of Clemson College,
The Calhoun Literary Society, and in cooperation with
THE CHRONICLE, is sponsoring a student literary, art
contest.

The fair city of Loris has blessed our campus with the presence of Olis Brooks. She is another example of Clemson's growing interest t oward excellence through quality
education. (Photo by Frank Griffith)

Student Body Officers

Nominations Meeting
Open To AH Students
Nominations for student body
officers will be held March 20
at 7:30 p.m. in Room 1 of the
Chemistry Auditorium, according to an announcement made
this week by Gray Garwood,
Chairman of Elections Board of
Student Government. This nomination meeting will be a student body session open to all
students.
The date for class officers'
nominations has also been set
by Elections Board. April 10
has been scheduled as the
time for the respective classes
to hold their nomination
meetings, at a time and place
to be announced later.
Election day for student body
officials will be March 27, with
any possible run-off elections
set for March 20. As has been
the custom in the past, voting
machines will be used in student body elections and polls
will be open all day in the cor*
ridors leading to the Book
Store.
Class elections will be held
April 1 with run-offs set for

April 19. Weather permitting,
the polls will be open on the
Loggia all day.
Qualifications for student
body positions are as follows
according to the Constitution
of the Student Body of Clemson College: Art. 1, Sec. 4,
"At the time of election, candidates for the office of President of the Student Body
shall have at least a Junior
classification as outlined in
the Scholastic Regulations;
said candidates shall not graduate prior to the expiration
of the elected term and shall
be required to sign an affidavit to the effect that he will
not graduate prior to the expiration of the elected term.
"This affidavit shall be kept
on file in the Office of Student
Affairs for the duration of said
candidate's term of office. Candidates shall also have as a minimum the required Grade Point
Ratio for his class to graduate
plus a .3."
According to Art. 1, Sect. 6,
"At the time of election, can-

Miss H. T. Morrison
Retires From School
Miss Helen Morrison, senior accounting clerk of
the Accounting Department, retired this week after 33
years of continuous service to Clemson College. A small
office party was held in her honor Wednesday at which
time Miss Morrison was presented with the Clemson
College Service Plaque.
Began 1928
Miss Helen Texas Morrison
was born in Elgin, Texas. Her
being born in Texas accounts
for her middle name, she said.
She attended high school in
Rome, Georgia and came to
work at Clemson in 1928. Her
first official position was Assistant to the Treasurer who, at
that time, was Mr. S. W. Evens.
Actually, up until 1955 when
the administrative organization
took place, Miss Morrison was
not only Assistant to the Treasurer but was somewhat of a
jack-of-all trades throughout
the department.
In her years at Clemson,
Miss Morrison has seen many
changes in the school. She
said that the most notable of
these changes has been the

changes from a military school
to the present system. Since
the changeover, and with the
influx of many new students,
Miss Morrison said that her
job has taken on a less diversified air and that specialization is now a proper description of her duties.
Miss Morrison, in addition to
her duties with the Accounting
Department, also finds time for
many community activities. She
is a member of the Port Hill
Presbyterian Church, the Eastern Star, the DAR, the 5 O'clock Book Club, a bridge club
and is very active in the Clemson Little Theatre. Miss Morrison said she loves the Clemson community and plans to
(Continued on page 4)

didates for the office of Vice
President of the Student Body
shall have at least a Junior
classification as outlined in the
Scholastic
Regulations;
said
candidates shall not graduate
prior to the expiration of the
elected term and shall be required to sign an affidavit to
the effect that he will not graduate prior to the expiration of
the elected term.
"This affidavit shall be kept
on file in the Office of Student
Affairs for the duration of said
candidate's term of office. Candidates shall also have as a
minimum the required Grade
Point Ratio for his class to
graduate plus a .3."
The Constitution states in
Art. 1, Sect. 8, that "At the
time of election, candidates
for offices of Secretary and
Treasurer of the Student Body
shall have at least a Sophomore classification as outlined
in the Scholastic Regulations
and shall not be academically
eligible to graduate prior to
(Continued on page 6)

The members of the society
feel that each Clemson student
should be given the chance to
express any talent he may possess. Any and all students are
urged to enter any material they
feel is evidence of their talent
and which they would like to
have judged with material from
other students of the Clemson
campus.
The society feels that it is
their duty to help foster a literary atmosphere on campus
and to give recognition for literary and artistic interests.
If the contest is accepted and
enough interest is shown, it
will be continued in the following years. Clemson has in
the past produced many talented men in the field of arts
and letters. Such names as
Earl Mazo, Pulitzer prize winner Henry Ashmore, and Ben
Robenson are among those
Clemson men who have carried the name of the school to
the far corners of the world.
It is the intention of the society and the magazine to present to the public more of this
Clemson talent.
Contest rules are as follows:
1) ■ All entries must be received in the CHRONICLE Office in "A" Section Lounge,
Room C-708, Room C-806, or
mailed to THE CHRONICLE,
P. O. Box 216, College Station,
Clemson, South Carolina, on or
before March 15.
2) The contest shall be open
to all registered undergraduate
students of Clemson College, except members of The Calhoun
Literary Society, The CHRONICLE staff, and regular contributors to the magazine.
3) A panel of impartial judges
shall be chosen from the faculty. The decision of the judges
shall be final.
4) Entries may be made in the
following categories:
A) Writing which shall include short stories, poetry, essays;
B) Art which shall include

sketches, drawings, and cartoons, which must be original
and in good taste;
C) Photography which shall
consist of black and white and
color.
5) All material must have the
name of the person entering it,
any title or caption, and a title
page if it is in the writing category.
6) All entries will be returned
upon request. Permission to
publish first place winners in
THE CHRONICLE must be given upon entry into the contest.
7) All entries should be as
correct as possible, all spelling
and grammar should be checked,
all writing will be typed, and
double spaced.
8) If possible, all material
should be placed in an envelope
with your name and address
and the category you are entering -written on the outside.
Prizes will be awarded to the
first place winners in each category.

Offering Bachelor Of Arts Degree

New Program Begins
Summer Session '62
A new scholastic program
leading to the Bachelor of Arts
degree is being instituted at
Clemson College beginning with
the 1962 summer session, according to Dr. Jack Williams, Dean
of the College.
Dean Williams stated that interest in liberal education is
growing, as is shown by the
fact that 33 per cent of Clemson students were enrolled last
year in the School of Arts and
Sciences. Thus this new program will fill a special need for
the increasing number of prospective college students in the
Piedmont area of South Caro-

lina and nearby areas of Georgia.
Bachelor of Arts candidates,
- studying under a program
comparable to that of other
institutions, will concentrate
on courses in humanities and
the social sciences, along with
a natural science base. Major
fields for the B.A. program
will be economics, English,
modern languages, geology,
history, and mathematics. Secondary concentration will be
in sociology, education, or any
of the major fields.
Added to the program will be
at least three full years of one

Total Of 27 Undergraduates
Achieve Perfect 4.0 Report
Twenty-three full-time undergraduate' students at Clemson
College earned straight "A's" in
their academic courses last semester.
The most outstanding was
Robert D. Temple of Mt. Pleasant who graduated in January
with highest honors.
A chemistry major, Robert
completed his college course in
two and a half years with a
compiled grade point ratio of
3.88, just .12 short of the perfect mark of 4.0.
Johnny D. Allred, a civil engineering major of Sanford,
Pla., has earned all "A's" since

he entered Clemson in September 1960.
Registrar Kenneth N. Vickory
has commended the following five
students for earning a G.P.R.
of 40 for the
PMt tnree semeS"
ters: Henry M. Paris, Jr., of
Laurens, a pre-medicine major;
Michael H. Pinch of Takoma
Park, Md., majoring in architecture; Joe H. Huges, Jr., of
Duncan, an animal husbandry
major; Edward M. McKee of
Charleston, a chemistry major;
and William J. Meggs of Florence, a physics major.
The other 16 outstanding
scholars and their major courses
of study are:

Miss Morrison Retires From College

Thomas J. Bell, Jr., Hartsville, arts and sciences; Robert
L. Breeden, Bennettsville, electrical engineering; Joseph L.
Campbell III, Spartanburg, mechanical engineering; William
M. Caswell, Atlanta, Ga., ceramic engineering.
Also included are Douglas
R. Cobb, Anderson, electrical
engineering; Michael F.
Dawes, Greenville, arts and
sciences; W. Jerrald Dempsey,
Taylors, electrical engineering; William R. Ellis, Jr.,
Greenville, physics; and Frank
L. Gentry, Clemson, applied
mathematics.
Others In the group are: William F. Gryder, Rock Hill, electrical engineering: Bobbie R.
Leard, Westminster, arts and
sciences; James B. Ledbetter,
Belton, chemical engineering;
Philip R. Severy, Hendersoncontinued on page 4)

modern language or two years
each of two languages, but
there will be less mathematics
and physical sciences. Fewer semester hours will be required for
graduation in the program—131135 hours as compared with the
present B.S. program which requires 144 hours.
A special study of the program
conducted by a faculty committee showed that virtually no additional faculty will be needed
to introduce this new curriculum. The entire program is anticipated to be significant in
the addition of outstanding faculty members in English and
social sciences as well as retaining the present faculty generally in the School of Arts and
Sciences.
The program will be conducted principally in the new,
modernly - equipped chemistry
and physics building, and a
classroom wing of the physics
building now in the final
stages of construction. Sched(Continued on page 6)

MR. PERSONALITY, this is
the name tagged to Lloyd
Price. Lloyd, one of the most
successful recording artists of
the late fifties and early sixties,
will be here with his fabulous
orchestra for the Spring vhop on
March 24th.
Friday night, March 23rd will
feature Clemson's own Jungaleers. This is Clemson's annual
Military Ball. ROTC uniforms
will be worn or, if they are not
available to the persons that do
not take ROTC, formal evening
wear will be the attire.
Lloyd's career started in
New Orleans and in 1953 his
recording of "Lawdy Miss
Clawdy" was a smash hit.
However, as soon as his great
career had begun, he was
drafted into the army and
served for two years, with
most of that time being served
in Korea.
Upon his return to the States
in 1956, Lloyd thought that he
would have to start his career
all over again. But, he was surprised and thrilled to find that
his recording was well established as what is referred to in
show business as a "standard
hit." Because of this, his services were so much in demand
that he found himself headlining
shows from coast to coast. Currently he is busy crowding in as
many recordings and personal
appearances as possible.
Lloyd Price has the nickname "Mr. Personality" because of his recording of the
record "Personality" which
has sold in the millions. The
recording made him a "solid"
performer and made him even
more popular than before.
Some of his recordings that
have sold a million are "Lawdy Miss Clawdy," "Stagger
Lee," and "Personality." His
other hits include "Just Because," "I'm Gonna Get Married" and "Three Little Pigs."
With his trumpet, he is the
leader of his own orchestra
which can play anything from
rock and roll to standard hits
that are usually played by dance
bands. Coat and tie will be the
dress for the boys and suits or
dresses for the girls on Saturday night.
Friday night features the
Clemson Jungaleers at the annual Military Ball. The Jungaleers play excellent dance music
and have played extensively in
South Carolina at numerous
college dances.

Determine Which Is Best

James Edwards Announces
Annual JESSI Program
Clemson College will host the annual Junior Engineers and Scientists Summer Institute (JESSI) for the
fourth summer, James L. Edwards, professor of mechanical engineering and associate program director
has announced. There will be places for about 100 rising
high school junior and senior boys from the states of
Florida, Georgia, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia at the institute which
will last from June 10 to the 23.

Contest Procedures
For Trustee's Medal
Rules and procedures governing the annual competition for
the Trustees' Medal, to be held
April 9, have been announced.
The Trustees' Medal is awarded
each year to the best public
speaker in the student body. Entry blanks may be secured from
any instructor of English 301 or
from Mr. J. P. Winter, Room
36, Tillman Hall. Mr. Winter is
making all arrangements for the
contest this year.
It has been emphasized that
these entry blanks be turned in
no later than April 2. Preliminary competition will be on
April 9, and final competition
in the Chemistry Auditorium
will be on April 16.
Last Wednesday Miss Morrison of the Clemson Accounting Department retired from active
Any full - time undergraduate student above freshman
service with the college after 33 years of service. She was, at that time, honored by the
level is eligible to compete.
college with a Clemson College Service Plaque. (Photo by Frank Griffith)

Jungaleers
Play Friday
At Cadet Ball

Judges for the final competition, however, will be chosen
from outside the department.
Names of these judges have
not yet been announced.
The rules for the competition
are as follows:
1) The speech must not exceed 10 minutes in duration.
2) The speech may be on any
subject which the speaker considers appropriate.
3) The speech must be an
original composition and must
not have been used, either partially or entirely, in any previous publication.
The speech will be judged on
this basis:
1) The composition (content,
organization, logic, clarity, and
appropriateness) 30%.
(Continued on page 4)

The entire program is de
signed for those who want to
determine which branch of
science or engineering is best
for them, or to learn whether or
not they should attempt such
a career. As Professor Edwards
has pointed out, "It is an honest effort to help remove the
'guess' from school and college
programs and career' decisions
through exploratory orientation
into opportunities in science
and engineering. It isn't intended as a recruitment for Clemson
or any other college."
The academic sessions will
be held in the areas of chemistry, mathematics, physics,
metallurgy, zoology, botany,
bacteriology, geology and electrical, chemical, mechanical,
civil, ceramic, and industrial
engineering. Each JESSI class
group will consist of about 25
students each of which will be
under the guidance of top faculty members.
By means of lectures, demonstrations and other laboratory |
(Continued on page 5)
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Qualified Candidates
Vie In U.S. Senate Race
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He Roars For

By FRED BISHOP
Tiger Associate Editor

Senate Action Seems Unnecessary
It is with pleasure that .THE TIGER
commends the student senate on their
rise from a seemingly inactive body to
one that apparently is about to get down
to brass tacks. Let's hope that this activity keeps up for it can only result in a
better Clemson for us all. However, this
paper would like to point out that there
are still a few matters that need clearing
up before the senate should entertain
legislation of any sort.
If the question were asked, "How
many of the student senators are familiar enough with the constitution to
competently deal with matters that
come up on the senate floor", how many
would be able to answer in the affirmative? It is obvious that very few of them
would be able to answer "yes" to this
question for during their meeting held
Monday, the nineteenth of February,
they passed some legislation that not
only amended the student constitution
illegally, but also violated the Bill of
Rights of our national constitution.
Reference here is to the two pieces of
legislation stating: "Since there is no
specific punishment provided for the
violation of Article IV, Section 10, Part
5 of our Constitution — 'No one shall
attempt to solicit votes for a candidate
within the immediate vicinity of the
polls' —it is proposed that this violation
be termed as a High Court offense. The
Election Board shall retain the power
to disqualify any candidate for unlawful
solicitation and the High Court shall invoke disciplinary action as provided
above." This was passed.
The second matter was in the form of
an amendment to the student constitution which "would give the power to the
class president to appoint a person to
fil (sic) out a vacant Senate term if a
senator from the class resigns. The class
president would have to make a public
announcement on WSBF and in THE
TIGER at least one week in advance
stating the appointment would be made,
and the Senators from the class would

It is the second piece of legislation
that particularly interests THE TIGER.
Our Bill of Rights states in flowery
phrases that there is to be "freedom of
speech or of the press". This, however,
is not apparent to our senate for they
have set themselves up to direct what
will be printed in this newspaper. No
class president or senate has the power
to direct what we will print. This is not
to say that we won't print their notices
for if we are requested to do so by this
body we will make every effort to accommodate them in our effort to better
student communications. But, we won't
be told what to print!
Needless to say this can easily be
corrected. Barring the above comments
we feel that the senate and the whole
student government deserve high praise
for their work this year. Great strides
have been taken by student government
to make our set-up somewhat unique in
the south. Considering the limited budget that it works under student government has put forward programs that
would involve a task force of hundreds
had similar programs been put forward
under our federal government system as
it works today.

College Needs "Pop" Concerts
Why is it that Clemson College has
no concert series featuring popular recording artists of the day? Almost every
college that v^e know of has some sort of
program of this nature. Certainly, with
as little entertainment that is available
to the students, a program of this nature
should be well received. Reference here
is not directed towards the latest "rockand-roll" group but towards such popular groups as The Four Freshmen, Kingston Trio, Dave Garder, The Brothers
Four, and other groups that roam over
the country putting on good "solid" en-

tertainment for college crowds.
Surely with a school this size such a
venture would prove profitable to us all.
A program of this nature could be handled just as the Concert Series with
bookings made in advance. Tickets could
then be sold to the students for the
series to insure a large turnout. It would
work equally as well on another basis
also. Perhaps one of our "over 110 service groups" might look into this as one
of their services or it could be handled
by the CCP with the profits being distributed among member organizations.

Letters To Tom
Dear Tom,
This is a letter in reply to the
gripe issued by Mr. Manners
himself (sic) Bento (sic) D.
"Dumb", (sic) Smith Class of
64 (sic).
I do not know him but I do
know the MAN he is trying to
criticize. These young boys he
brings to Clemson as prospective athletes are not Clemson
men, but if they can fill the requirements tnat it takes to play
for Coach Howard for four
years, they will surely be accepted as Clemson men and gen
tlemen. I can see that "Dumb'
Smith of the prospective class of
64 (sic) has not looked at the
Man he speaks of very thoroughly because he would find
that everyone who knows Coach
Howard will tell you he is a
gentlemen (sic) of the highest

Needless to say I do have views on the upcoming
political conventions and primaries. Not wanting to be
unfair to either party, I will attempt briefly to give
the overall impression I have gathered.

have to approve the person appointed."
In reference to the first legislative
matter dealing with the violation of the
constitution, the constitution so states
that "The High Court shall have jurisdiction over all cases involving violations of any student regulations and
laws. . ." Since Article IV, Section 10,
Part 5 is a part of the constitution and
is, in fact, a student body regulation or
law, the High Court has had the power
to handle such cases since the passing
of this constitution and the action taken
by the senate on this matter was redundant. Had enough senators been familiar
with the constitution to catch this bill
before it was passed the senate could
have spent its time on more needy subjects!

type, (sic) Phi (sic) Beta Kappa
and many other honors rest on
his shoulders.
I have seen a few groups of
football players come to Clemson, some of them just like
Smith spoke of, but they
changed at Clemson, or were run
off by Coach Howard or the
players.
Smiths (sic) wife is obviously
not ugly or the boys wouldn't
notice her. He should be proud
of this but if he doesn't like
to let her be treated anyway
except the way he wants he
should make her quit her job,
after all a hotel serves the publie. The $1.00 tip he spoke of
is only natural for a Coach,
They dont (sic) make much
money and athletic departments
are not rich. All of the bowl
game money goes to the college,

not to the athletic system.
All athletes at Clemson are
sent through college on Iptay
dues sent in by loyal supporters
of Clemson College.
You speak of buying books for
4 years already and being in
the class of 64' (sic) thats 2 more
years mr. (sic) Smith. Whats
(sic) wrong with you (sic) surely any man who could so easly
(sic) find fault in Coah (sic)
Howard could graduate in 4
years
j hope ^ wm ]et yQu ^^
how the men feel that know
Coach Howard and also to let
you

know you are ste
PPinS on
S man's toes with many,
many devoted friends.
Sincerly (sic)
J. W. Ard
Class of 49' (sic)
a

hl

In the Republican race for the Senate are two
candidates. Bob Chapman of Spartanburg and Bill
Workman of Columbia are vying for the
nomination.
Workman who recently spoke in
Clemson is well-known in the journalistic world. He is a nationally syndicated
columnist and his columns appear in the
major newspapers of the South.
Mr. Workman is a "Johnny-comelately" to the Republican Party, but has had conservative and Republican leanings for quite some time. He
is supported most heavily by Lexington and Richland
County Republicans, one of whom is Charles Boineau,
recently elected Republican representative from Richland County.

Week's Peek

Orbit Success Magnifies
United States' Prestige
"Russia sent five spacemen
to deaths before two orbits."
This column head appeared
in a local paper
a few days ago
and really points
out the prestige
of the recent
orbiting accomplishment
the
United
States
may claim following the successful flight of Colonel John
Glenn. The real glamour of
our feat is that it was publicized to everyone and anyone so concerned as to follow
the proceedings.
The column, written by nationally syndicated newspaper
columnist
Drew
Pearson,
wagged a scolding finger at
the forces in Russia responsible for the five casualties. All
the implications and facts
Pearson listed in his column
are firmly supported by American intelligence sources, and,
for that, matter, the general
sentiment of the American
people.
Pearson's column appeared
as the answer to the longstanding question of "how
many times have the Russians
put a man into space and
failed?" Three of the casualties, evidently the first three
attempts, are definitely known.
These include Alexis Ledovsky,
Terenty Shiborin, and Andrei
Mitkov.
Ledovsky was the first, soaring to a height of 200 miles
and disappearing following a
launch attempt in 1958. Shiborin followed, also in 1958,
and also disappeared. The
third attempt saw Mitkov's
craft explode 20 minutes after
blast-off. After these three
attempts, which were not publicized at all, the Russians
dropped their secrecy and publicly named their next three
"victims," as they turned
out to be. In spite of the fact
that these last three, Alexis
Belokonev,
Alexis Grachev,
and Ivan Kachur were believed to be lost at some point
during the orbit attempts,
they will be listed as "sacrifices to Soviet science." Big
deal!
Naturally
the
Russians'
claim to fame can legally remain that they were the first

Let's Talk It Over

'Into Each Life Some Rain Must Fall - But?"
By BECKY EPTING
Editorial Columnist
Into everyone's life some the two are a few thin, rickety some kind soul assists you out
rain must fall, but this mon- old boards nailed together to of the ditch and once more you
soon
season . . . With
the resemble a very feeble type attempt to make it to class.
rains come mud, and with the of barrier. The real test of en- By this time,
you have
red hills type mud comes the durance comes here. Not only reached the gravel path berisk of life, limb and property.
is the "side- tween Long Hall and the Old
To be specific, the construction
walk" slippery Education
Building.
This
area of the new classroom
mud and pocked walkway was very kindly prowing of the Physics Building is
with
water- vided several months ago by
an abyss of hidden danger.
filled
pools, the Physical Plant. There's
but it really only one problem now, though;
The first sign of impending
isn't at all wide. there isn't any gravel where
danger begins at the end of
During
the there should be and the creepthe sidewalks from the Chembreak between ing mud has again taken over.
istry Building area. There, in
classes, some of This was probably caused by
what used to be an asphalt
street, is a covered pathway— our country gentlemen find it dump trucks and other equipcovered with wet, red, slimy necessary to make themselves ment which drove the gravel
mud. After delicately and suc- quite at home, walking four down and the mud up.
cessfully crossing the "street," abreast, slinging mud and waSuccess at last! You have
one reaches another sidewalk ter in every direction, and reached your destination with
of what could better be de-< generally behaving as though
only minor difficulties and
scribed as a sort of gangplank they were back home behind
discomforts — wet,
sticky
on which you walk into the the family plow.
wild, red unknown of the next
The excuse of a barrier clothes, stuck book pages with
hundred yards or so.
didn't hold and you landed in dissolved covers and a slight
injury to your pride. What
Now, this so-called sidewalk
the gully. After gathering next? Why, only to sit through
just happens to be adjacent to
a ditch (really a gully). The your newly colored books and a class for an hour, catching
only tangible thing separating inspecting your red clothes, pneumonia, and dreading eve-

ry second which brings you
nearer that fatal time when
you must attempt your return
voyage.
In a more serious vein, it
is realized that the above is
slightly exaggerated, but not
too much to hold a great deal
of truth. With each new day of
rain, it becomes more apparent that something must be
done to ease, if not eliminate,
this abominable situation. My
only suggestion of a solution
would be to distribute more
gravel in the area, but I feel
surely there must be some better means than this. This is
the Physical Plant's job, not
mine.
And they certainly
ought to be able to come up
with a feasible temporary solution to the mud problem or
else
they're
falling
down
mighty poorly on the job.
What
about
it,
Physical
Plant? Are you going to leave
us stuck in the mud all semester?.

By BOBBY DYE
Tiger Feature Editor
to realize a successful venture
into space, but who has actually realized the greatest
prestige from the eyes of the
rest of the world? The fact
remains that both parties have
the same vast interest in progress, which includes the ultimate conquering of space,
but it does seem rather significant that the "human factor" must evidently be rated
as minute by one side and of
the utmost importance by the
other.
In fact, the human life involved in the attempt is so
very important that the entire nation seemed to turn
their eyes as one individual
body to the entire sequence of
events both preceding and
following the flight. Almost
anyone can quote a substantial number of facts about the
orbits, including such things
as speed, temperature during
the descent, conversations recorded during the flight, and
the entire plan in general for

the attempt.
As examples of the interest
that was expressed in local
areas, it may be noted that
every available television for
rent in Anderson was rented,
many schools dismissed their
students so that they might
witness the historical event,
and Furman University even
called off chapel in favor of
the televised event. The success of this feat is also pointed
out by the fact that the United States will now make successive attempts every two
months for the remainder of
the year, according to one of
the broadcasts immediately
following the last attempt.
One other note made in the
column by Drew Pearson,
which was used as a closing
remark and seems to be very
appropriate for the same in
this instance too, is that "the
fact that this event WAS so
widely publicized has given
America a tremendous new
propaganda advantage."

Point Of View

YAF Offers Outstanding Award
But ~ Acceptors Fail To Accept
By ZALIN B. GRANT
Editorial Columnist
On May 1, 1960 a young arch conservative groups that
American floated down to the enjoyed such immense popuhilly farmlands bordering the larity for a time are slowly
area of Sverdlovsk, Russia. running their course. The
Francis Gary Powers, a prod- American public, at the urguct of the Appalachian hills ings of Presidents Eisenhower
of West Virginia had taken and Kennedy, F.B.I. Director
off from Peshawar, Pakistan J. Edgar Hoover and other
in a high-altitude plane called leaders, is turning its back
the U-2.
upon the noise of extremism
As he touched ground, alive, and adopting sane ways of
and anxious to tell the world fighting the Red menace.
that
he
had
Two powerful extremist ordone his coun- ganizations, the John Birch
try "a very ill Society and the Young Amerservice," the il- icans for Freedom, have sailed
lusory world in into some very turbulent wawhich so many ters recently. Robert Welch,
millions of candy-man and head of the
Americans snug- Birchers, has succeeded sinly lived was, gle - handedly in making himlike
a
shiny self appear as a publicity-seeksoap bubble, abruptly explod- ing buffoon. The Y.A.F. is
ed.
experiencing
difficulties
in
At first, Americans refused finding outstanding Americans
to believe that our country was that will accept the awards
guilty of spying and the State they are giving for anti-comDepartment gave a foundation munist work at their national
for this refusal when it ex- meeting on March 7 in New
plained that the plane had York.
been on a weather reconnaisFormer President Herbert
sance mission, but, then, in Hoover, a staunch conservathe midst of world indignation, tive, has said he would not
it red-facedly admitted that accept the award proffered to
Gary Powers had indeed been him by the Y.A.F. Sen. Thomspying—and not for the first as J. Dodd, who was to retime.
ceive a reward too for his antiactivities
anThe newspapers screamed communist
that the government had lied, nounced that he will not parcitizens were disillusioned; the ticipate in the rally, which he
U-2 flight had precipitated an described as having "extreminternal crisis as well as one ist coloration."
of world-wide proportions. The
The principles upon which
government had
blundered the Young Americans for
miserably, many thought, so Freedom are founded are subthe challenge of communism lime ideals to which every pamust be met by the people. triotic American should subWith this in mind, the little scribe. However, quite often
anti-communist groups, arch the lofty motives of organizaconservative
in
philosophy, tions are buried under the inwhich had sprung up in the discriminate actions of a porlate 50's, were flooded with tion of its membership. Such
a deluge of patriotic Ameri- has been the fate of the Y.A.F.
cans rushing to help their
Here at Clemson, somewhat
country in time of crisis.
belatedly, a Y.A.F. chapter
The repercussions were not has been formed. It would be
limited to the conservative or- unfair and, perhaps, unkind,
ganizations which enveloped to presuppose that the chapthe nation. There was also a ter at Clemson will follow the
further cleavage in the pol- line of action laid down by the
itics of America with the terms national organization.
liberal and conservative takThe young men of the Cleming on stronger meanings.
son Y.A.F. can become a defTime changes everything; it inite asset to Clemson, to
has been nearly two years now South Carolina and to Amerand Powers is out, and the ica. Only time will tell.

Bob Chapman is the State Chairman of the Republican Party. He has done more to serve the party
than Workman, but is not as well-known to the general South Carolina voters as Workman is.
He is well-known in the textile business and reputed to be one of Spartanburg's best attorneys and one
of its most active leaders. His efforts in trying to establish a two-party system and in trying to establish an
effective, working Republican Party are his most notable and commendable achievements of recent importance. He also is considered to have conservative leanings.
As to which of these men is better, it is a toss-up.
As to whom will win the nomination at the convention
in Columbia on March 17, is also a toss-up. Both men
are about the same on political philosophy, so it boils
down to which man is most likely to win the election
against a Democratic nominee. That is a question that
will not be answered for sometime.
As to the Democrats. . .it looks like a battle between the incumbent Senator Olin D. Johnston and
our present Governor, Ernest F. Hollings. Johnston has
the advantage in that he is in office and holds a great
amount of political party power, but this is also his
down fall. Hollings has made tremendous strides for
South Carolina as governor and it will be on his record as governor, which I must admire, that he will
run.
Johnston has accumulated while in office many
influential followers, and has held the political patronage in his hands, which is important in gaining political power. His record which seems to be pro-liberal
pro-Kennedy, will b-e his, downfall. Add to this the
fact that the voters, and not the active party members
will decide the nominee, and it adds up to a tremendous political disadvantage for Johnston, and therefore working for the advantage of Hollings.
As for choice, I prefer Hollings. Johnston has failed to represent in my opinion, South Carolina and
apparently from his voting record is of little use to
South Carolinians. Hollings on the other hand has
demonstrated his abilities as Governor and, more than
likely, this will carry over to the Senate.
As to what will happen, only time will tell, but
it will be one of the most active political campaigns
this old state has seen in many a year.
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Newly-Formed Group
Performs On Campus
By BUDDY YOUNG
Tiger Feature Writer
Rock and roll, swing, rhythm
and blues, twist, or ballad —
you name it and the Caravelles
can play It. The Caravelles, a
newly-known combo, has hit the
Clemson campus like a blitzkrieg
and captured many fans in a
remarkably short time.
The combo hit the campus
spot-light about three weeks ago
when they were unable to find
a place to practice. After exhausting the possibilities of using the YMCA, the main college
auditorium, and the Clemson
House, they finally obtained permission to practice in the din•
•**•*•

comes the voice of their singer,
Harry Parker of Georgetown,
S. C.
The group is actually a small
scale democracy, with no one
the leader—all are co-leaders
with power to sign the combo
up for an engagement at whatever time he may receive a good
offer, after, of course, a vote
among the members of the
combo.
Although
the
Caravelles
were only organized this year,
each of the members of the
group has had experience
playing in high school and in
other activities. Needless to
say, none of the boys knew

Faget

Furman Likes You

Furman Column Has
Praise For Clemson

and the group clicked, and has
kept on clicking with more and
more ease together.
After a time the group decided to name themselves and
make a permanent arrangement
together. Forging ahead on the
theme of automobile names as
other groups have successfully
done, they finally settled on
Billy Filyaw's suggestion of the
Caravelles, after a model of the
French Renault.
Individual backgrounds of
the boys prove to be varied
and colorful. Pete Collery
played with a group which
called itself the Brothers Orion and played on the order of
**•••••

openly support Clemson on this ones safe within our fences we
By BOBBY DYE
campus, for these people are must counter-attack immediTiger Feature Editor
Pride is the key word as we usually fair weather fans who ately. Our weapon will be the
most powerful of all, reason.
not only acknowledge but fairly like to follow a winner.
But, fellow men, when they When one of us asks a girl for
gloat over the following article
Dear Bullwinkle:
up my rotten complexion
which appeared in the PALA- begin to take our women, well, a date and she demurely reIn our city, there are men so rubbing it with something?
DIN of Furman University last that is just too much. With an plies, "I'm going to Clemson
low and rotten that they will
Bad Face
week. Whether this article is alarming frequency, our lovely Saturday to see Ray Charles,"
actually kill foi-'as little as $100. Dear Bad Face:
meant to be a threat to the damsels are falling prey to these she should be met with, "But
What can be done about this?
Yes. Thousands have found troops here on campus, a slan- men from "Cow College." If it wouldn't you rather go with me
Irate Citizen
help by applying a blow torch der on their school's "tight" IS a cow college then Furman to see Rock Hudson—he's going
Dear Irate Citizen:
to those unsightly blemishes. I social regulations, or an urgent must be full of milk maids.
to be in the campus movie Sat. I think if they banded to- know this because thousands appeal for more Furman stu"We must do something! urday night." Or if she says,
gether and formed some sort of have received this information dents to do a little "socializing"
We must take positive action "No, I can't go to the semiprice-fixing deal, they could from me and no one has ever is unimportant, for the fact reto combat this flagrarit injus- formal with you because Bobby
get more.
written back.
mains that it came out as a tice to our prowess. There Hackett is playing at Clemson
Bullwinkle
Bullwinkle
tremendous
compliment
to must be some way to turn the and we're having a supper party
Dear Bullwinkie:
Dear Bullwinkle:
*••*****
Clemson men.
tide, or, Tigers, as the case before, the dance," then reply,
I think your column is pure
I just found out that I won
After many readings, it has
may be. Just because Clem- "But it'll be real nice—they
trash. I haven't seen one in- the Nobel Peace Prize for this been accepted that the article
son's sports department is have candlelight and soft mutelligent thing in it for over six year, and for over a week now, IS a cut on the Furman adstronger than ours doesn't sic."
months now. How long do you I have wanted to belt my wife ministration for failing to set
mean that, man-for-man, we
"The logic is infallible. Our
plan to keep this up?
right in the mouth. What up some sort of system by
aren't better than the Tigers. campus is full of the true colshould I do?
Sick of it
which they might lure big
"Girls who are Mrs.-minded lege atmosphere. Once the girls
Dear Sick of it:
Nobel Winner
name groups into perform- should also keep in mind that are reminded of our social adWhat was the one six months Dear Nobel Winner:
ances on that campus. The most corporations and busi- vantages, they'll never leave the
ago? Our editorial staff someBy putting your hand to your fact that they are having the nesses would rather hire a libcampus again. It is our duty,
times lets these things slip wife now in a violent gesture Brothers Four in the near fueral arts man than an engineer- Furman men, to remind them.
through and we'd like to catch before receiving the Nobel Cup, ture is by no means commoning specialist. And we must not END.
you may well, be refused such place, but rather, of the most
them.
forget that Furman men are
Whether or not this column
Bullwinkle
an honor. Wait, and hit her unusual nature, to the sin- right on campus while Clemson
appeals to you, it is an excellent
with the cup.
Dear Bullwinkle:
cere regret of the socially men are' 30 miles away. Cer- satire on Furman University
Is it possible for me to clear
Bullwinkle
minded students there.
tainly on this basis, we should and can hardly be taken as but
Ah, but we digress—on with be able to protect our own.
a compliment to Clemson Colthe word-for-word repetition of
"If we are to keep our fair lege.
this tribute to YOU as Clem- *******
********
son men. The head for the story
read as "Arise, hearty Furman
men; Rescue your lovely lasses."
The rest of it ran as:
By Catholic Chaplain
"Furman men, unite! Time
"It's a dog's life." How many students echo this is wasting and we are losing
ground. Our very domain is beopinion? Everything about college, discipline, classes, ing invaded, our most precious
quizzes seemed geared to making his existence miser- possessions are being taken
able. The administration never seems concerned about right out from under our noses.
We are losing in the fight for
lightening his load. The student dreams of that day — that which we value higher than
if he can raise that grade point — when he will gradu- unlimited cuts. Namely, our
Furman ladies.
ate and leave it all behind.
The newly formed group pictured here, the Caravelles, have performed in various places
"Who are these culprits who
Yet, the student will have his
around campus and are very much interested in continuing to do so. (Photo — Griffith)
own particular trials and wor- divine nature." Through it we dare to steal these jewels
******** * * * * * * * ries to face in the world of so- are called to share in God's ac- from our sacred shrine? Oh,
******
the Kingston Trio in spots ciety. Trouble, worry, cares— tivities by knowing and loving brothers, they are none other
one another before they came
lng room at Dan's.
around Philadelphia. His ex- these are man's natural fare. Him in the same manner, but than the Clemson College
to Clemson, hut they have
Students who were at Dan's
perience with the guitar runs Is there anything he could do not in the same degree, that men. It isn't so bad that their
combined well and seem to be
at the time crowded in to hear
football team mutilates us
around ten years.
quite natural together. The
them play and before long the
about.it? Yes, if he realizes that He knows and loves Himself.
every year. We have come to
dining room and hall were formation of the group occurPerrin Gleaton played with a as a Christian he is, in the
Here on eath we must take accept the defeat as gentlered through a series of ac- well known group known' es- words of St. Peter: "A pilgrim
packed. When Dan tried to
this Christian life and activity men, albeit somewhat tatquaintanceships among the pecially well at Myrtle Beach, on earth."
close up at midnight, the
on faith. Using the eyes of faith tered. After all, it is a bigger
members of the group and in- who
crowd talked him into staying
called
themselves
the
If he realizes the words of
terested friends.
open until 1 a.m. Since then
Swordsmen. Previously he had St. Paul that could put direction we see all our actions done in school with more money, betthe Caravelles have played
Perrin and Pete met through his own band in high school and meaning into a life that accord with God's, laws merit a ter facilities, etc.
"It isn't too bad that some
once more at Dan's for just a mutual friend and become called the Triumphs, plus a could lead to pessimism and heavenly reward. The only trouan hour or so and once at the close friends because of their measure of free-lance playing despair if we did not realize ble is that there is nothing sen- Furman alumni have joined IPTiger Tavern in the Clemson mutual interest in the electric during the - three years that he our Christian vocation as Sons sible about it. Being in the itate TAY, for they prabably had bad
of Grace makes us appear no grades here and were hitter
House, and have already start- guitar. One night Perrin walked has been playing the. guitar.
of God, as Brothers of Christ.
different. It is only in heaven anyway. And it isn't real bad
ed signing up engagements for past the coed lounge and heard
Pete Roquemore has been We must see events in our lives
future dates.
the sound of music from with- playing the piano for more than not merely with bodily eyes, we will realize and appreciate that some Furman students
this gift. This analogy will help.
Combo is composed of a piano in. Upon investigating he found ten years and also adds the abil- but with the eyes of faith.
58£?ftW5SSSfS£KW$S£S
played by Pete Roquemore of Pete Roquemore and Biily Filyaw ity to play a "mean" cornet.
Suppose a blind person and
If.we love anyone we express
Hannah, S. C, a sax blown by playing together and sat in for., Pete is currently playing with this with, a gift. God loves us, one with normal sight lived in
Billy Filyaw of Charleston, S. a couple of numbers. They the Tiger band and the AFROTC
Christ loves us, hence we can a dark room. In the. dark they
C, drums beat by Larry Tucker talked together about meeting band. Also added to his backexpect a gift from Him. He gave are both alike, in the only world
sometime
with
other
friends
of Chicago, 111., Perrin Gleaton
ground is his experience with us an extra-special gift. The they know, a world of darkness.
of Columbia, S. C. and Pete and seeing how they would his high school band.
Gift
of
Supernatural
Life, But if they are released from
Collery of Philadelphia, Pa. sound. So Perrin brought Pete
Billy Filyaw has been cares- Grace. This is what Grace the dark room what is the reeach of whom strum their elec- C. and Harry to the session and sing his sax for over nine years means anyway, free gift. It says sult? The blind man remains in
tric guitars, and over it all Bill and Pete R. brought Larry and has played with such groups
that it is Gratis — that is free. a world of darkness, but the
******** r ****** * as the Eddie Toporek Combo, Christ gave us this precious, new one with sight discovers a new
world of light filled with obthe Jewels at the beach at life—Gratis.
Charleston, and the Blue Notes
This gift of Christ called jects, colors, shapes and sizes.
of Charleston.
Grace is a new life above the What a thrilling experience!
Larry Tucker has been playing one we know. When you used
This happens to the man of
the drum for ten years and the expression: "It's a dog's faith, the man who lives with
added the talent of playing the life," you are speaking of a life God's grace. One day, when
traps a couple of years ago. He beneath your own rational life, called to God he will discover
is currently playing with the or in other words a sub-stan- the true meaning of Grace in
concert band here at Clemson, dard, or sub-natural life. Christ the new world of heaven. Until
the Clemson Tiger band, and calls Grace: "Life and life that time he had to accept the
the army ROTC band. At home more abundantly," only by be- dark trials of his present exishe was also with his high school ing "reborn" of water and the tence. But this is not a "dog's
band.
Holy Spirit we can enter heav- life" if he has the Grace of God
The Caravelles are featuring en.
in his soul—the Supernatural
Harry Parker as their vocalist
Now this life is one above the life that gives new dimensions,
and this marks his debut into one we know — it is therefore new vistas to his existence which
the world of combos and small a life that is "Supernatural." cannot be truly appreciated unbands, but it looks like a prom- St. Peter tells us by this gift til he enters the new world of
ising future for his talent.
we are made: "partakers of the'heaven.

Caravelles

"Dog's Life" Exists Only For
Those Who Refuse Better

Is This The Picture?
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Check your opinions against CMS Campus Opinion PalHT
O Who is the greatest living American?

0 What's your
favorite
kind of date?

H

9 MEN: do you smoke
an occasional pipe
as well as cigarettes?

Tiger Tavern is another "stage" for the new group, although
the action here is a little more informal. (Photo — Griffith)

We all

make mistakes..
|

□ dance

D houseparty

□ walk & talk

□ a few brews with friends

D Yes

□ No
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Typing errors never show on Corrasable. The special sur.
face of this paper makes it possible to erase without a
trace—with just an ordinary pencil eraser. Results: cleanlooking, perfectly typed' papers. Next time you sit down
at the keyboard, make no mistake—type on Corrasable!
Your choice of Corrasable in
<light, medium, heavy weights'and
Onion Skin. In handy 100sheet packets and 500-sheet
boxes. Only Eaton makes
Corrasable.
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper
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A man with Alopecia Universalis*
doesn't need this deodorant
He could use a woman's roll-on with impunity. Mennen Spray was
made for the man who wants a deodorant he knows will get through
to the skin ... where perspiration starts.
Mennen Spray Deodorant does just that. It gets through to the
skin. And it works. All day. More men use Mennen Spray than any
other deodorant. Have you tried it yet?
64; and $1.00 plus tax
•Complete lack of body hair, including that of the scalp, legs.armpits, face, etc.
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American University
Offers Scholarships

French Civilization Abroad dergraduate study in the piano
and Comparative Government major program. Application letAbroad are summer courses be- ters must be received by April
ing offered by The American 1, 1962, and students must send
tape by April 15, or audition
University in Washington, D.
C. Also offered are four piano in person at The American Unischolarships at $300 each for versity campus on Saturday,
May 5.
the school year 1962-63.
Six credit hours will be given
Performance will be judged on
for the Workshop which begins technical control, choice of repJune 23 and ends September 4. ertoire, projection of musical
The tour includes seminars with ideas, expressive content and
European officials and other po- mood, and demonstrated capaBy BILL SCHACHTE
litical leaders, discussions with city for further development as
at the ACOIA were Don Heilig, burn campus. The topic for
Later that night, deLesseps
Tiger News Editor
experts on government, and a pianist and musician. Three
Jim Caughman, and Bill the first discussion was Latin S. Morrison, U. S. Ambassador
field trips to agencies and or- pieces will be required: contraDelegates from visiting schools Schachte.
American-United States Di- to the Organization of American
ganizations of selected European puntal composition; sonata, first throughout the South particiU. S. and Latin American Af- plomacy. The panels consisted States and former mayor of New
governments. The 74 day tour movement by Haydn, Mozart, pated at the fifth annual Au- fairs was the theme for the two- of a trio of twenty minute Orleans, addressed the conferI will cover Holland, Denmark, Beethoven, or their contempo- burn Conference on Interna- day conference which featured talks followed by an hour long ence. Morrison's speech was
Germany,
including
Berlin, raries; and composition from tional Affairs Feb. 22-23 at a host of outstanding speakers question-answer period.
video-taped for presentation ovSwitzerland, Prance, Great Brit- either Romantic or Contempo- Auburn University. The three and
advisors.
Four
major
At 1:15 p.m., the same day, er the Educational Television
lain, Liechtenstein, Austria, It- rary periods in music.
delegates representing Clemson speeches were presented around
the keynote address was deliv- network in Alabama.
aly, Morocco, and Yugoslavia.
three panel discussions on vari- ered by Rep. Armistead I. SelThe last day of the schedGraduate and qualified unous aspects of Latin American don, Jr. (D-Ala.), chairman of uled conference began Friday
dergraduate students with a
Affairs.
the subcommittee on Inter- morning, Feb. 23 with a panel
basic background in governThe first of the three panel American Affairs. Rep. Seldon's on Latin American Culture.
ment, international relations,
discussions began at 9:30 a.m. address was followed by a sec- At 1:15 p.m. Dr. Jose Miro
political science and related
By CECIL HUEY
floor, all add a bit more to the Feb. 22 after a welcoming ses- ond panel discussion which Cardona was the featured
fields are eligible to enroll if
Tiger Feature Writer
scene.
sion in the Union Ballroom dealt with Latin American Af
speaker. Dr. Cardona is presthey have never visited EurLooking for sport, excitement,
which is located on the Au- fairs.
The people patiently waitident of the Cuban Revoluope. The tour price is approxcomedy? Try a trip to the laun- ing their turns also offer a
tionary Council with headimately $1,450 and Includes
quarters in Miami. He was an
point of interest to the astute
transportation round trip from dromat.
important figure in the early
New York via tourist class
Clemson's only laundromat is observer of human nature.
days of,. Castro's Revolutionary
steamer, hotels, meals, and fast becoming a major attrac- Students delving into higher
government at one time servcomprehensive sightseeing pro- tion every night. Mobs trudge
ing as prime minister.
mathematics, history, chemgram by motorcoach.
the endless miles from the
A summation of the conferFrench Civilization Abroad, dorms to fight and claw their istry, PLAYBOY, DUDE,
Three new faculty members is Miss Agnes A. Mansfield, a ence was presented at 3 p.m. by/
a new three credit course, is way to the head of the line in and paperback novels, young
a
document
librarian graduate of Converse College. Dr. Basil Hedrick, Director of
This is a puzzle. Something in this picture is falling down
planned for June 8-29. The total order to have clean hankies and expectant mothers-to-be knit- and
can you guess which it is? Photo — Griffith
cost of the trip including trans- underwear for another week. ting, children fighting, pro- joined the Clemson College staff She received the M.A. degree the Latin American Institute of
this month, the Dean of the from Peabody College and the Southern Illinois University.
portation, room, board, tips, and This weekly pilgrimage offers
entrance fee is $775. Enrollment more than a little exercise and fessors scheming and plan- College Jack K. Williams has M.L.S. degree from Rutgers
The closing address of the
University. Dr. Linvil G. Rich,
is limited to 25 students and the the chance to save a few pen- ning, fraternity pledges run- announced.
conference was given at 8 p.m.
the
dean
of
the
School
of
EngiOne of the three, William C.
class will leave National Airport nies on the laundry bill—it of- ning errands, and portable raby Dr. Jose Figures, former
in Washington, D. C, at 3 p.m. fers a chance for diversion from dios blasting away all create Capel, Jr., of Candor, N. C, is neering, has been named di- president of Costa Rica.
an assistant professor of sociol- rector of the Water and Sewage
on Friday, June 8.
the everyday routine.
a hilarious scene.
Among the panel advisora
ogy on the social sciences fac- teaching and research program
Carvel de Bussy, Instructor,
were the former U. S. Ambassaat Clemson College.
The
newcomer
first
notices
ulty.
He
earned
his
B.A.
deDepartment
of
Language
and
By MILTON CRUM, JR.
He will take over the program dor to the Congo, Clare Timbergree from Washington and Lee
Linguistics, The American Uni- the kind, motherly type ladies
Episcopal Chaplain
University and his MA. degree formerly administered by Pro- lake, Dr. Jose Sorato, a Columversity, will be the professor who good naturedly explain 'to
(Continued from page 1)
In an article subtitled "Land of True Freedom of and tour director. The first two naive freshmen and simple up- 2) Delivery (effectiveness, from Columbia University. His fessor H. E. Glenn who retired bus physician, and Dr. Raymond Ritland, Professor of
perclassmen, the intricacies of
teaching
experience includes in December.
Conscience," the author "asks only one thing of the weeks of the course will be putting
On sabbatical leave this se- Economics at Auburn.
soap into the machines force and enthusiasm) 25%.
five years at the Georgia State
spent in Paris with visits to
Church, that it should not meddle in the social and po- principal historical and cultural without spilling more on the 3) Manner (ease, poise and College for Women.
mester is Dr. Frank A. Burtner,
The ACOIA is sponsored by
professor of sociology. He is the student Senate at Auburr
litical activities of the State. . ." The author speaks of landmarks. The last week of the floor than he gets in the ma- naturalness) 20%.
A new assistant professor in
1
Any student may attend the
the department of textile serving with the University of and is the only student-spon- .
the Church "as a private society with limited functions program will be spent touring chine. These ladies also explain final
competition
which
is
the Loire Valley by motorcoach. the principles behind the old
chemistry, John J. Porter of Maryland's educational program sored conference of its kind ir
concerned solely with performing acts of worship."
the United States.
Pour piano scholarships of- axiom "Never open the door un- scheduled for 7 p.m., April 16. East Orange, N. J., received in Europe.
This newfangled notion that
fered by The American Univer- til the water is gone." People The winner will be announced Ch.E. and Ph.D. degrees from
the Christian religion is con"Our present age is in need of sity will be awarded at each who forget this often inject a at Honors Day.
the Georgia Institute of Techcerned only with so-called sa- that clear and effective voice of academic level for fulltime un- bit of humor into the situations
nology where he also served
cred or spiritual things is a Christian warning, concern, and
as they float away on a flood of
as a teaching assistant. He
convenient way to rationalize proposal no less than any other.
soap bubbles.
also spent two years as an
(Continued from page 1)
one's attempt to escape from Certainly this voice is also the
Other interesting sidelights, ville, N. C, pre-medicine; Rich- industrial researcher with the
moral judgment. But Bt is voice of fallible individuals and
(Continued from page 1)
(Author of "Rally Round The Flag, Boys", "The Many
American Cyanamid Co.
heretical on at least three of groups of not wholly pure stay here after her retirement. such as an occasional dog or ard L. Sherer, Sharon, mechanLoves of Dobie Gitth", etc.)
ical engineering;
Robert C.
cat
that
may
wander
in,
chilComing
'
from
the
University
counts.
motives. Certainly this voice She presently resides in the dren who find themselves left Whisonant, Gaffney, arts and
of Tennessee where he is comFirst, the men of the Bible often urges answers that are Clemson House.
by their busy young mothers, sciences; and Marshall White, pleting requirements for the
were very much involved in po- based on misinformation, or upUNITED WE STAND
Attending Party
young mothers who find their Jr., Rock Hill, textile chemis- doctorate in bacteriology, is
litical, economic and social af- on misunderstandings, or even
Attending the party given in small children mysteriously try.
James F. Stephens. He also
The entire academic world is agog over the success of the
fairs. The Judges were civil upon answers that are plain her honor, in addition to the missing, people fuming, kicking,
earned his B.S. and M.S. degrees
Associated Colleges Plan—ACP, for short. I mean, you go to
rulers and religious leaders wrong, but, if the voice has a present Accounting Department
and cussing at the change maThere is more to life than in- at U.T. In addition, Mr. Steany campus in the country these days and you will see students
alike. The kings were anointed predominantly Christian con- staff, were special guests: For- chine. Mothers trying to get creasing its speed.
phens has worked in the Tenand faculty dancing on the green, blowing penny whistles,
as ministers of God. Amos was tent, and if it draws the eye, mer Treasurer Mr. A. J. Brown, clothes in and children out of
nessee poultry diagnostic labrun out of town for speaking and the mind, and the con- Mrs. Sara Gamble, Mrs. Mary
grabbing each other by the elbows and yelling, "About that
the dryers, and the bumbling
About the time that one oratory and for a commercial
against the injustice of the rul- science of society to its evils and Craddock, Miss Virginia Shenk- idiots who always spill their
ACP,
Charley-like wow!"
learns to make the most out of hatchery in North Carolina.
ing class. Jeremiah was put in to its shortcoming, then such ton, Miss Virginia Poole, Mrs. freshly washed clothes on the
And who can blame them? The ACP is a plan not only simply
life, most of it is gone.
The new documents librarian
a hole because he disagreed with a voice is the best possession of Sylvia Reid,
Mrs.
Barbara
brilliant, but also brilliantly simple. All it is, is a loose regional
the king. St. Paul got into any society. It is no less a Brown, Mrs. Bess Hammond,
federation of small colleges. Let's say, for example, that in a
trouble on political and econom- treasure because it comes to us Mrs. Pat Tingle and Mrs. Shelby
given region we have a group of small colleges, each with its
ic grounds, as well as social and in earthen vessels."
Quattlebaum.
own academic specialty. Small College No. 1, let's say, has a fine
religious.
language department; Small College No. 2, let's say, has a fine
Secondly, Christians worship
science department; No. 3 has a fine music department; etc., etc.
an incarnate God who is known
Well sir, under the ACP these various colleges federate. A
in the events of this world.
student in any one of the colleges can take courses in the speTherefore, as a Christian, a man
cialty of any of the other colleges and—here's the beauty part!
cannot separate his religion
—he will receive credit for the course at his home college. Thus
from material and mundane afhe enjoys all the advantages of a big university without losing
fairs. In Jesus the Christ, God
was made man.
the comfy coziness of a small college!
Thirdly, we acknowledge one
Well sir, you can see what a good idea the ACP is. I respectLord of all the earth. A difully submit, however, that just because a thing is good is no
vision between secular and sareason not to try to make it better. Like, for instance, Marlboro
cred Is a human invention.
Cigarettes. Marlboros were good from the very beginning, and
There are differences of adpeople found out quickly and sales zoomed. But did the makers
ministration between instituof Marlboro say, "Okay, we've got it made. Let's relax"?
tions, but to the Christian
Well sir, if that's what you think, you don't know the makers!
there is only one Lord of all
They
did not relax. They took their good Marlboros and kept
the world. God is the Lord of
improving them. They improved the filter, improved the blend,
THE TIGER as well as the Biimproved the pack. They researched and developed tirelessly,
ble, and of Tillman Hall as
well as the Parish Hall.
until today Marlboro is just about the most admirable cigarette
In place of the position of
you can put a match to. There are, in fact, some people who
Comrade Ibrahimov, I would
find Marlboros so admirable they can't bear to put a match te
submit that of J. Irwin Miller,
them. They just sit with a single Marlboro in hand and admire
churchman, industrialist, and
it for ten, twelve years on end. The makers of Marlboro are of
President of the National Councourse deeply touched by this—except for E. Rennie Sigafoos,
cil of Churches in "The Theothe sales manager.
logical Basis for Social Action,"
But I digress. The ACP, I say, is good but it can be better.
as follows:
Why should the plan be confined to small colleges? Why should
it be confined to a limited region? Why not include all colleges
and universities, big and small, wherever they are?
Let's start such a federation. Let's call it the "Bigger Associated Colleges To Encourage Richer Intellectual Activity"—
BACTERIA, for short!

Students Report On ACOIA

Laundromat Provides Diversion
On Hot Wishy^Washy Night

Three New Faculty Members Join
Clemson College Staff This Month

Clear Voice Of Christianity
Will Awaken People To Need

CONTEST

On Campos

TOTAL

MISS MORRISON

with
MaxQhulman

<»#*&*»*<■

LITTLE MATRON CAMPUS

Clemson Theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE

OUR

t&m*Ge9mm*miTMWou&!.®M&m fteraaM.*

Phone 654-3230

"TENDER IS
THE NIGHT1'

LOOK!

JENNIFER JONES
Color

404 Sheets Of Top Quality

FRI.-SAT., MAR. 2-3

— • —
SUN.-MON., MAR. 4-5

"THE
INNOCENTS1'
DEBORAH KERR
— • —

NOTEBOOK PAPER

only--- 980

TUES.-WED., MAR. 6-7

"LOW PRICES WERE BORN HERE,

"THE HAPPY
THIEVES"

RAISED ELSEWHERE."

RITA HAYWORTH
— • —
THURS., MAR. 8

"JOURNEY TO
THE SEVENTH
PLANET"

L. C. Martin Drug Co.
— Serving Clemson Since 1908 —
College Avenue

CLEMSON, S. C.

Our future is in the hands of men not yet hired
At Western Electric we play a vital role in
helping meet the complex needs of America's
vast communications networks. And a career
at Western Electric, the manufacturing arm of
the nation-wide Bell Telephone System, offers
young men the exciting opportunity to help us
meet these important needs.
Today, Western Electric equipment reduces
thousands of miles to fractions of seconds. Even
so, we know that our present communications
systems will be inadequate tomorrow; and we
are seeking ways to keep up with—and anticipate—the future. For instance, right now
Western Electric engineers are working on
various phases of solar cell manufacture,
miniaturization, data transmission, futuristic
telephones, electronic central offices, and
computer-controlled production lines—to name
just a few.
To perfect the work now in progress and
launch many new communications products,
projects, procedures, and processes not yet in
the mind of man —we need quality-minded

engineers. If you feel that you can meet our
standards, consider the opportunities offered
by working with our company. In a few short
years, you will be Western Electric.
What a bright new world BACTERIA opens up. Take, for
example, a typical college student—Hunrath Sigafoos (son,
incidentally, of the Marlboro sales manager). Hunrath, a bright
lad, is currently majoring in burley at the University of Kentucky. Under the BACTERIA plan, Hunrath could stay at
Kentucky, where he has made many friends, but at the same
time broaden his vistas by taking a course in constitutional law
at Harvard, a course in physics at Caltech, a course in frostbite
at Minnesota and a course in poi at Hawaii!
I admit there are still a few bugs in BACTERIA. How, for
instance, could Hunrath attend a 9 o'clock class at Harvard,
a 10 o'clock class at Hawaii, an 11 o'clock class at Minnesota,
and still keep his lunch date at Kentucky? It would be idle to
deny that this is a tricky problem, but I have no doubt American
ingenuity will carry the day. Always remember how they
laughed at Edison and Pulton—and particularly at Walter
Clavicle who invented the collarbone.

Challenging opportunities exist now at Western
Electric for electrical, mechanical, industrial, and chemical engineers, as well as physical science, liberal arts,
and business majors. All qualified applicants will receive careful consideration for employment without
regard to race, creed, color or national origin. For more
information about Western Electric, write College Relations, Western Electric Company, Room 6206, 222
Broadway, New York 38, New York. And be sure to
arrange for a Western Electric interview when our
college representatives visit your campus.

Hmt^M^
MANUFACTUIINO AND SU'ftr I •flSSft / UNIT O* THE KLL SY51EM

Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago, III.; Kearny, H. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.;
Winston-Salem, N. C.i Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover, Mass.; Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Mo.; Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, Okla.
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J. Teletype Corporation, Skokie, III., and Little Rock, Ark. Also Western Electric distribution centers In 33 cities ind Installation headquarters in 16 cities. Central headquarters. 195 Broadway, New York 7, H. Y.
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Three cheers for American, ingenuity, which gave us the I
ACP, the collarbone and MGM... that's the Mighty Good \
Makin's you get in Marlboro, the Utter cigarette with the un- j

11 filtered taste* Settle back and enjoy one,. You get a lot to like, V
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Deacs Play Favorite Role In ACC Tourney
Clemson Defeats
Terps, Virginia
For Fine Finish
By TOM RISHER
Tiger Sports Editor

Tigers Move Up To Sixth In ACC
At the time that this paper was printed, Clemson
, was occupying 6th place in the ACC. However, they
were to play N. C. State in the opening game of the
tournament yesterday afternoon. Clemson has never
won a game in the ACC tournament, and they are going
to be hard pressed to break this tournament skein this
year. State has another good team as is shown in the
two victories for the Wolfpack over Duke. They have
also beaten Clemson twice this year, the second time by
hitting a basket in the last three seconds. This near
miss by the Tigers proves that the Wolfpack can be
beaten in the opening round.
Any way that you look at it this has been a long
season for the Clemson basketball faithful. The
Tigers never did come up with any big victories
over the "Big 4" in North Carolina. However, the
most galling defeats were the two losses to the
Roosters of USC. The best victories were the two
defeats of the Furman Paladins. Close games really
hurt the Tigers as they managed to win only a
couple of the really close ones. The ones that really
hurt were the 1 point loss to Wake Forest, the 2
point loss to North Carolina.
Next years team should be considerably better,
with more experience and the return of Choppy Patterson to the hardwood. However,- the people around
Clemson are adopting a wary attitude about having too
much optimism at the start of basketball season. The
Tigers will still lack the high-scoring big man, but they
will have three very sufficient big men who can sweep
the boards clean. Most of the scoring come from the
guards, and next year the Tigers will have several that
can really burn the nets. Milasnovich, Patterson, Brennan, Burnisky, Bohonak, Conn, and Antoncic are all
fine shooters from the outside, and should really be
able to burn the nets. The improved play of the three
6-8 sophomores really gives a reason for optimism in
the future.

Tennis Team Will Go After State Title
Turning to the spring sports, the outlook for
Clemson is somewhat brighter than it was this time
last year. The tennis team should be one of the
most improved teams in the history of athletics.
We will not even mention last years record, but we
will say that this year will definitely see a major
improvement. This team has a fine chance to take
the state championship in tennis and even be in the
running against perennial champion North Carolina in the ACC. Coach Les Longshore has rounded
up some of the finest material in the south in his
tenure here at Clemson. This is the year that it
should really start to pay off with some big victories.
The track team will also be stronger with the addition of the fine sophomore bunch plus the fact that
most of the boys will be back from last year's team.
What really hurts is the fact that ace discus man Dick
Dobbs is ineligible this semester. However, this team
will be much stronger in most of the running events,
,'but still weak in the field events.

JAMES
(Continued from page 1)
procedures, the professors will
spend five or six hours of each
institute day clarifying in the
minds of the students each area
of learning, the subdivisions encompassed by each area, the interrelationship between learning
areas, the study required to earn
a degree in each field, and the
demands confronting those who
elect to major in the sciences
and engineering.
The students will live in a
college dormitory and will eat
in the college dining hall dur, ing their stay at Clemson. In
addition to the regular schedule of classes, there will he
films and talks by representatives from various industries;
and the evenings will be devoted primarily to career discussions about major areas of
occupations by people currently working in the fields of
medicine, pharmacy, power,
aerospace, mining, metals, etc.
The total cost for the program
is about $100 per student, borne
in most cases by the student
himself. Some financial aid,
however, is expected from industry and service clubs in the
areas covered. An effort will be
made to insure that no worthy
student is turned away, the director said.
Any interested students and
their parents may obtain application blanks and other necessary information at their local
high schools or by writing directly to James L. Edwards, associate director of JESSI, department of mechanical engineering, Clemson College, Clemson, South Carolina.

ABBOTT'S
Has New Spring
And Summer
Merchandise
Arriving Daily!

'Mural Basketball
Sets League Finale
For Monday Night
Intramural
basketball
will
have reached the finals when
this paper is published. The finals will be held Monday night.
At this time, there were four
teams left in the league play.
Included in this group were the
SAZ Oranges who avenged an
earlier defeat to C6 to reach
the quarterfinals.
Good fences make good neighbors.

By TOMMY PEELE
Tiger Sports Writer
Clemson's fighting Tigers salvaged two close ACC victories
last week to lift the Bengals to
a sixth place finish in conference
basketball
competition.
The Tigers edged Virginia's Cavaliers 72-71 Friday night and
completed a successful twogame road trip Saturday with a
75-68 triumph over Maryland's
punchless Terps.
These games settled the pairings in the ACC tournament
which began yesterday in Raleigh, North Carolina. Clemson
faced third ranked N. C. State,
Maryland met second place
Duke, and Virginia played Wake
Forest, while USC and North
Carolina met In a night game.
Coach
Press
Maravich'a
sophomores stormed to an early lead, saw it vanish, and
then fought back to down the
Cavaliers. Clemson's largest
lead was 13 points, but Virginia whittled the margin to
39-35 at halftlme. After intermission the Cavaliers, led by
sharpshooting guard Tony Laquintano, forged ahead and
held a 70-67 lead with 2:45
remaining.
Donnie Mahaffey made a
three-point play for Clemson to
knot the score, but Laquintano
swished a free throw. With 2:25
left, Nick Milasnovich converted
two foul shots to give Clemson
a 72-71 victory. Both teams
missed scoring opportunities in
the final minutes as the Tigers
slowed the action down.
Milasnovich showed the way
for Clemson as he pumped in
27 points. Mike Bohonak was the
only other Tiger in double figures with 11, and Laquintano
scored 31 for the Cavaliers.
Sophomores scored 66 of Clemson's 72 points.
Maryland suffered its seventh straight defeat as the
Tigers jolted the Terps out of
sixth place. The contest featured streaky playing by both
teams. Clemson began each
half with a cold streak, while
the Terps hit at the start of
each half, but fizzled out in
the end.
Maryland's early lead was overcome as Clemson tied the
score twice, before taking a 4032 margin at halftime. Revived
Maryland scored 16 points while
Clemson could manage only
one in the first four minutes of
the second half. Clemson came
back to knot the score at 50-50,
and took the lead for good at
64-63.
Maryland held the top scorers
of the game as Bob Eicher
canned 22, and Jerry Greenspan
had 14. Manning Privette paced
Clemson's balanced attack with
12 points, followed by Woody
Morgan with 11, and Mike Bohonak and Jim Brennan with
10 each.
Clemson finished the regulation season with an ACC record
of four wins and ten losses. Overall the Tigers won 10 and lost
14. Maryland posted a 3-11 conference record and was 8-16 overall, while Virginia retained its
cellar position with a miserable
2-12 record against ACC opposition and a 5-1 record against
all opponents.
Clemson's next action was to
be in the ACC tourney against
the N. C. State Wolfpack yesterday. The Wolfpack will be
heavy favorites to keep the Tigers from ever winning an ACC
tournament game. If the Tigers
should still be in the tourney
when this paper comes out, they
will be meeting the winner of
the Wake Forest-Virginia game.

On a bus a man gave a woWhoever serves his country
man a seat. She fainted. On recovering, she thanked him. Then well has no need of ancestors.
Self-praise is half slander.
he fainted.

MENS

SHOP

Clemson - Seneca

Intramural Basketball action continued to rage this week as
shown as this unidentified player takes a jump shot. The final
will be this Monday. (Photo by Griffith)

Clemson Places Fourth

Clemson's Track Team shower1 *eet 8 inches. Leland has been
their potential for the cominf laving jumps close to 22 feet
ACC Indoor Track Champion- ately and should do well in the
ships in the Memphis Jaycee In- Conference meet.
door Track Carnival last weekIn addition, improving marks
end.
were made by Bill Jackson in
Jim Moorhead ran an easy the pole vault, Bernard Masters
4:32.5 mile winning by more in the high jump and broad
than fifty yards. His time was jump, and Charlie Evans in the
only one second off the existing shot put.
record.
The relay teams had some
bad luck in their races. Jimmy
In the 60 yard dash Wesley
Wynn took an early lead in
King, leading at the beginthe twelve lap, 1820 yard relay. Doug Adams and Jack
ning, was beaten in the last
KelJey maintained the lead
five yards by Gary Martin of
throughout their legs, but the
Alabama. Both Martin and
bad luck came when Jack
King were timed in 6.2 secShaw, off from his great anonds, just two tenths of a secchor leg two weeks ago, was
passed at the finish line by
ond off the world indoor recFlorida State's Quentin Till.
ord. Wesley came back to win
The worst was yet to come
the 60 yard high hurdles and
when the gun sounded for the
place second in the 60 yard low start of the eight lap, 1280 yard
hurdles.
relay. Donny Gilbert again took
Another good mark was made an early lead, but Wesley King
by Cater Leland, third in the lost the lead to Florida State.
broad jump with a jump of 21 Jimmy Wynn made a great effort to pass the leading team
only to get the baton knocked
out of his hand. This automatically disqualified Clemson.
Even though the Tigers had
a bad weekend, the future, especially in the outdoor meets,
looks very favorable.
Coach Bill Wilhelm has issued a call for all people desiring to enter a volleyball
team in the intramural volleyball league to do so immediately. The entry blanks can
be picked up in Coach Wilhelm's office. The deadline
for filing entries will be 12
noon on Saturday, March 10.

Attention
Volleybnllers

The style of play will be
double elimination much like
the
intramural
basketball
that is just finishing up. The
defending champs are the
DKA Deacons who are led
by their big "spiker" Tommy
Mahaffey. Every one should
be prompt in filing their entries.

"BACHELOR
IN PARADISE"

SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

$ DAYS SALE

- THIS WEEKEND DRESS SHIRTS
Tab and Button Down

SWEATERS
14 Sweaters

-----

Short Sleeve Clemson

SPORT COATS

Swear Shirt

Values To $35.00

$2.75
Bermuda Shorts

------

each

KNIT SHIRTS —
COTTON SHIRTS
Short Sleeve — Special Selection

$2.00
$2.00
$16.00
$1.00

$3.98
HURRY TO HENRY'S

Judge Keller

"Whatever your major,
make sure to include
,JI»J
a course in 'people'!
W. Em/en Roosevelt, President
National State Bank, Elizabeth, N. J.
"If my college adviser had prophesied that studying psychology would some day help promote my career in banking, I'd have scoffed. Yet that is exactly what has happened. And when I think about it now the reason seems
obvious. The facts and figures of banking, or of any other
field, are mechanical devices. They take on real meaning

only when related to people.
"Good psychology is also the basis of all teamwork.
And, since most of today's business and scientific problems are too complicated for 'one man' solutions, teamwork is essential. If you want to be a valuable team player,
and a likely candidate for captain, be the person who
understands people. Learn what it takes for people to
work together in harmony. Learn how to win trust arid
confidence. Learn basic human psychology.
"Bear this in mind, too. World tension, community
tension, business tension, even family tension are the
facts of everyday life. The more you know of human
behavior, the better prepared you will be to deal with
these problems.
"So, if you have the chance, take a course devoted to
'people.' Your class adviser can probably help you fit a
psychology elective into your schedule. I don't think
you'll regret it... I know I didn't."

: OCONEE :
: THEATRE :

Sloan's Men's Store

WALGREEN AGENCY

The final ACC standings
look like this: Wake Forest,
Duke, N. C. State, North Carolina, South Carolina, Clemson, Maryland, and Virginia.
Both North and South Carolina had identical marks of
7-7, but since the fourth and
fifth teams play each other,
the standings don't matter.
The first round began yesterday afternoon with two afternoon games and two night
games. At 2 p.m., the Clemson
Tigers played N. C. State and
at 4 p.m., Duke took on Maryland. At 7:30 Wake Forest met

Career Cues:

SENECA, S. C.

Sammeth Drug Company

By FRED CRAFT
Virginia, while North Carolina ing from two regular season
Tiger Sports Writer
and South Carolina met in the losses to the Wolfpack.
Wake Forest, last year's ACC finale.
State has also had Its trouchampion, repeated this year
The semi - finals will be bles, but never count the Pack
and drew the favorites role as played tonight. At 7:30 the out, especially on their home
the 1962 Atlantic Coast Con- winners of Thursday night's court. South Carolina is the
ference tournament opened yes- games, will play, with the real darkhorse of the tournaterday at Reynolds Coliseum in other two winners following at ment. The Gamecocks always
Raleigh. Duke, the country's 9:15. Saturday finals will start seem to rise up at tournament
eighth ranked team, is seeded at 8 p.m. and the tournament time and the Roosters should
No. 2. Wake finished with a winner will represent the ACC have gotten by North Carolina
12-2 record while Duke had a in NCAA regionals leading to last night.
11-3 conference mark.
the
national
championship
North
Carolina,
Clemson,
playoff.
When the season started
Wake Forest must be consid- Maryland, and Virginia can't
everyone thought that the
be counted out, but it must be
Deacons would sweep through ered the favorite. Lately it has remembered that the Tigers
been
impossible
to
stop
Chapthe season and maybe even
have yet to win a tournament
win the national crown. The pell and the Deacs would like
game since the conference was
Deacs lived up to their billing nothing better than to go to formed. Yes, it should be an inuntil they played Ohio State. the regional finals like they did teresting tournament and here's
Then the roof caved in and the last year, before losing to St. one vote that Clemson wins at
Joseph at Charlotte.
Deacons started losing to eveDuke must be considered a least one game. If the sophs get
rybody.
strong contender with Art hot, look out!
After two weeks the Deacons Hayman and Jeff Mullins
were far from the top ten with leading the way. The Blue
Here's to the ships of our navy
a mark of 3-3 and losses to Devils have had some rough and the ladies of our land. May
Maryland and Florida. Big Len games lately and would love to the former be well-rigged and
Chappell continued to impress, play in the regionals to re- the latter well-manned.
but there was something miss- deem themselves. If Duke and
ing. Somewhere Bones McKin- State both win Thursday
May misfortune follow you allney's boys found the missing night, they will meet Friday the days of your life—and never
link and played the rest of the night and Duke is still smart- overtake you.
season with only a handful of
losses. One important victory
was a 97-79 whipping of Duke.
Last week the order of the
tournament was decided when
Wake beat South Carolina 97A MAN'S STORE
85, Duke dumped North Carolina 82-74, and Clemson beat
Seneca, South Carolina
Virginia and Maryland. It was
Maryland's seventh straight loss
and the two victories assured the
Tigers of sixth place in the conference.

HENRYS

j. Moorhead, Wes King
Take Wins At Memphis

• SPRING SLACKS
• WALKING SHORTS
• TENNIS SHOES
• SHORT SLEEVE SWEAT SHIRTS

FRIDAY, MARCH 2

BOB HOPE
LANA TURNER

— • —
SATURDAY, MARCH 3
(Afternoon)

"X-15"
In Color

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Hardware - Sporting Goods
"Serving This Section Since 1885"

FANT'S CAMERA SHOP, INC.
Kodak Films, Chemicals and Paper
—

AGFA FILMS

—

All Types Cameras

-flBBOtfS

Tigers Look For ACC Win;
Birds Rate As Darkhorse

ntramural Action Continues

Projectors and Accessories

105 E. Whitner St.

Phone CAnal 4-0707

ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

— • —
SATURDAY NITE, MONDAY
& TUESDAY
MARCH 3, 5 & 6
JERRY LEWIS AS

"THE ERRAND
BOY"
— • —
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7

"ROMANOFF
AND JULIET"
— • —
THURSDAY, MARCH S

"THE YOUNG
DOCTORS"

If flavor is your major satisfaction in smoking..

Have a real cigarette-Camel
THE BEST TOBACCO MAKES THE BEST SMOKE

B. J. Reynold!
Tobacco Companj
Winston-Stlem
North Carolina
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Senate Release

Air Force Cadets Take Jet Flight

Dean McClure
Cabinet Release
Announces 5th
Note: The Cabinet Release is the weekly announcement of the business conducted by Student GovernArt Exhibit
ment under the auspices of the President's Cabinet.

Clemson College Student Senate held its weekly
meeting on Tuesday night. After several committee reports, the major issue, a bill to clarify the position of
Miss Clemson College, was introduced. The bill read as
follows:

Russ Hebert, Attorney General, reported to the
Cabinet that he is working on a case that will clarify
all election procedures. He intends to present this case
to the High Court within the first two weeks of March.
The Attorney General has written nine schools in the
south to obtain a copy of their coding system. These
copies will aid him in setting up our student body coding system.

1. The student body position of Miss Clemson College
is hereby established.
2. Her term shall last until the election of her successor.
3. To be qualified to hold the position of Miss Clemson
College one must:
a. Be a registered, single, female student of Clemson
College with the G. P. R. required for her graduation.

The Attorney General plans to submit to the cabinet complete outlines for the Interpretations of the
Constitution. This outline will be set up to codify the
exact interpretations of the High Court. This outline
will be completed by next Monday night and will be
turned over to the President's Cabinet for action.

b. Sign an affidavit which stipulates that she will
not graduate prior to the termination of the spring
semester.
c. Participate in a public appearance
Clemson College Student Body.

before the

4. Balloting for the position of Miss Clemson College
shall be held on the second Tuesday in October.
a. Balloting procedures will be carried out by the
Elections Board.
b. Polls will be open for a minimum of nine (9)
hours on the day of balloting.
c. Results of the balloting shall be made available to
all students within twenty-four (24) hours after
the polls are closed.
5. The aforementioned public appearance shall be
sponsored by the Student Government of Clemson
College, and is to be held during the week immediately preceeding the election as specified in Section
4.
a. The form of this public appearance shall be determined by a committee appointed by the President of the Student Body at the beginning of each
year.
b. In the event that Miss Clemson should forfeit the
office, her successor would be the candidate who
received the next highest number of votes.
6. Any organization on campus which is recognized by
the Office of Student Affairs, or any individual student may sponsor a candidate for the position of Miss
Clemson College.
7. All bills or acts inconsistent herewith are hereby
repealed.

NOMINATIONS
Nominations for the Student
(Continued from page 1)
the expiration of the elected
High Court shall be made at
terms. They shall have as a a meeting of the Student Body
minimum the required Grade
Point Ratio for their class to set forth in Art. 1, Sect. 11,
immediately
following
the
graduate- plus a .3."
nominations for the candiHigh Court members shall dates for Student Body Ofalso be elected by the student ficers, at which time those
body. According to Art. 3, Sect. present shall accept and vote
2, paragraph C, "To be eligible on such nominees.
for a candidacy for a seat on
The number of nominees shall
the Student High Court, a student must have at least a Jun- not exceed sixteen (16), and
ior classification as outlined in shall be reduced to that numthe
Scholastic
Regulations; ber by secret ballot before the
said candidates shall not grad- termination of that meeting if
uate prior to the expiration of necessary. The sixteen (16)
required to sign an affidavit to nominees receiving the highest
required to sign an affidavid to number of votes shall be canthe effect that they will not didates for election. Each stugraduate prior to the expiration dent present shall vote for not
more than eight (8) nominees,"
of the elected terms.
according to Art. 3, Sect. 2, parThese affidavits shall be kept agraph D.
on file in the Office of Student
Affairs for the duration of the
candidates' terms of office. Candidates shall also have as a
minimum the required Grade
Point Ratio for their class to
graduate plus a .3."
Dear Tom,
Qualifications for class ofThe shapely beauty was doing
ficers, according to Art. 4, Sect. a torrid dance called the "dance
4, are that "Nominations for of the seven veils" before an
class officers and senators shall audience of thousands of perbe initiated at individual meet- sons in an antiquated field
ings of the rising Sophomore, house. As she danced lithely
Junior, and Senior Classes. Stu- about the stage, she removed a
dents who are currently classi- veil and suggestively dropped it
fied as first semester Sopho- to the floor.
mores, Juniors, or Seniors may
The audience, comprised mostattend meetings of rising classes
ly of what can be described only
which correspond with their curas a bunch of horny males, cried
rent academic classification.
with joy and counted in unison
Students eligible to attend any the number of veils as they fell
given individual meeting shall to the floor. One! Two! Three!
also be eligible for nomination Four! (here the air grew tense
to office in that class. In order with anticipation) Four! Four!
to be eligible for a class office, Typical Clemson men, they were
candidates must sign an affi- trying to confuse the dancer—
davit to the effect that he will but to no avail, she discreetly
not graduate prior to the ex- bowed off stage still clothed in
piration of the elected term. a flimsy veil costume.
This affidavit shall be kept on
The preceding scene was not
file in the Office of Student Af- taken from "Playboy," "Nugfairs for the duration of said get," "Gent" or "The Tropic of
candidate's term of office.
Cancer," but came straight
At the time of election candi- from the Junior Follies of a
dates for class offices shall have couple of years ago. Junior Folas a minimum grade point ra- lies has had a long, successful
tio required for their class to history of hits and it is no wongraduate. Sophomore Class Of- der that it plays to a full audificers shall supervise the nomi- ence every year. The Follies has
nations for the rising Sopho- a certain lingering flavor that
more Class, Junior Class Officers plays back into the memory
for the rising Junior Class, and over and over again.
Senior Class Officers for the risEntertainment of the Junior
ing Senior Class."
Follies has always been outThe Constitution, Art. 1, Sect. standing: singing, dancing, ac11, states "Nominations for the robatics, just about , anything
officers of the Student Body you can think of, all mixed toshall be initiated from a meet- gether and sometimes spiced
ing of the Student Body at with a little of the risque.
which time any student qualifyAnd the masters of ceremonies
ing under Art. 1, Sects. 2, 4, 6, usually manage to lampoon the
and 8 shall be eligible. Nomi- administration,
faculty
and
nations shall proceed in the order of President, Vice President,
Secretary, and Treasurer.
After the nominations for an
office have been closed, a secret
ballot shall be held, if necessary
15c
to lower the number of nominees WASH
to the prescribed number of
5c
four (4) per office before the DRY
for 5 min.
floor is opened for nominations
for the next office. The four (4)
nominees receiving the highest
IRON
25c
number of votes shall be candifor 30 min.
dates for election. Each student
present shall vote for only one
nominee per office."

Shown just before mounting their "steed," an Air Force T-33, are Captain Tom Skillmen of
the Clemson AFROTC Detachment and Cadet San Woods, Air Force n student. Woods and
five other cadets were flown recently at Donaldson AFB by Captain Skillman and Major
Fiebig. These unique "field trips" will be scheduled throughout the remainder of the academic year, as aircraft are available.

Letters To Tom Clemson
Constitutional and state sovereignty. What's wrong with using yesteryear's government if
Dear Tom,
From his last week's column it's better than the one we have
about Mr. W. D. Workman I now?
would assume that Zalin B.
Mr. Grant accused Mr. WorkGrant is a Democrat. Actually man of making "trite accusahe sounds like one of those An- tions of federal usurpation of
derson County Democrats whose state rights." I suggest that Mr.
father,
grandfather,
great Grant read the newspapers (but
grandfather, etc., was a Demo- not the Anderson Independent
crat; therefore he's a Democrat, or The Charlotte Observer) and
too.
he will see that there was nothIn his column he condemned ing trite about the accusation.
Mr. Workman for just about If anyone denies that states
everything he could think of. have less freedom and liberties
I also attended Mr. Work- in governing themselves today
man's speech that Mr. Grant than what they had when our
wrote of. Maybe I'm stupid, but government was organized he is
Mr. Workman didn't impress me a very misinformed person.
as being embarrassed for being
Mr. Grant stated that Mr.
a Republican as he did Mr.
Grant. On the contrary, Mr. Workman scorned that bigness
Workman impressed me as being of the government, but that he
proud that he was a Republican offered no remedies. Mr. Grant
that had "draped a Republican is once again wrong. Mr. Workcloak over his tattered Demo- man offered himself. If he is
cratic suit to give himself a new elected senator he will vote
tailored look." Actually I think against issues that tend to cause
Mr. Workman has discarded bigness of government.

Democrat???

completely the tattered, smelly
rags of the Democratic party.
One reason the "disturbed"
Democrats were not recognized
is the fact that they were probably ashamed to admit they
were Democrats after realizing
they have been betrayed by their
party.
It's surprising how childish
the Democrats can be. When one
of their own members turns
away from them, if only for a
look at the other side, they call
him a gutless Republican that
has been lurking in the shadows. They cannot seem to face
up to the fact that, there are
Republicans now and more than
likely there will always be Republicans.
Mr. Workman doesn't want to
turn the clock back to the nineteenth century as Mr. Grant
said, but he wants to return to

More Letters To Tom
Junior Follies
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campus characters to a hilarious degree. The slashes at the
people who make up Clemson
are directed with a nice, noharm-meant wit. Remember the
zany antics of Mickey Costas,
or the sometimes gross but always funny jokes of Speight
Byrd and Jerry Kline?
Plans for this year's Follies
are underway with acts from
most of the girls' schools ready
to exhibit all their charms and
talent on stage along with all
the male talent that can be
scrounged up. The Follies, according to Beynard Ellis and
Andy Dowling, co-chairmen of
the affair, are scheduled for
April 12.
Zalin B. Grant
Publicity Chairman
Junior Follies

Mr. Grant accused Mr. Workman for looking "in from the
outside for so long that his vision of the problems of today has
been distorted by the window
glass." If Mr. Grant thinks he
can do a better job I wish he
would tell us how in his next
column.

linian in that order, that his
speeches resembled Strom Thurmond's, and that he is opposed
to further federal controls. If
these reasons make Workman
unfit, then if many "fit" men
are elected to the U. S. Senate
am I to assume that they will
not be Americans first, that
they will sound like Hubert
Humphrey, and that they will
be in favor of more and more
federal controls.
Mr. Grant also managed to
criticize, in a rather sarcastic
manner, the fact that Mr. Workman didn't have a solution to
all the world and national problems. Did Kennedy have the
solutions when he campaigned?
Do you, Mr. Grant? If President
Kennedy does then it isn't very
apparent right now. And if you
do, Mr. Grant, you should be
somewhere else besides working
for THE TIGER.
Porter Adams
Class of '64

Illogical Attack
Dear Tom:
I heard Mr. W. D. Workman
speak at the Clemson House
several weeks ago. After reading
Zip Grant's illogical attack on
him, I am too disgusted to
reply to his column.

Well, on to new grounds. In
his article Mr. Webster attacks
racism
and
fundamentalism.
According to my dictionary, racism is the doctrine of the nonequality of races and fundamentalism is the movement that
emphasizes the inerrancy of the
Scriptures: the Virgin birth and
the physical resurrection of
Christ, etc. In my opinion, the
good Christian believes in all
of these things. When one
starts denying certain fundamental teachings in the Bible,
he is well on the road to the
so-called "Social Gospel" of> our
controversial
religious
Mr. Grant's column gives me more
the impression that he is speak- leaders.
ing for the more than three
I think that Mr. Webster
persons
that
attended
Mr. probable (sic) didn't mean that
Workman's speech, but I believe he does not believe in the Virthat he is in a minority of two gin birth; but he should try to
or three that feel the way he be a little clearer for our benedoes.
fit, since we have only the
"hand-me-down version of the
Robert B. Hayes
Christian faith."
Class of '63
Louis R. Andrews
(Editor's Note: Unsigned letClass of '65
ters and letters over 300 words
long will not be printed in LetMany people who buy on time
ters to Tom. This statement is
being reprinted due to the fact forget to pay that way.
that there have been some letters received of this description.)
The fact that Mr. Workman
said he had precious few solutions to offer is brought out in
Mr. Grant's column. It is about
time we had someone in our
government that admits he
doesn't know it all, but is willing
to do what he can to the best
of his ability for good sound
Constitutional government. We
will be better off with Mr. Workman's type than the loud mouth
know it alls that mouth a solution for every problem, but
fades out of the picture in time
of action.

The final draft of the brochure explaining the organization of Student Government was presented to
the cabinet by the Ways and Means Committee. This
brochure is scheduled for printing in the very near future and will then be distributed to the entire student
body.
Tim Timmerman explained his reasons for supporting the honorariums bill passed in the senate February
19th. This bill stipulates that the Office of Student Affairs shall award honorariums on the basis of a maximum of $225.00 per,senior staff member of the four
major service organizations. This bill, however, has not
been signed into law barring further consideration by
the cabinet.
Billy Gore gave a detailed written report on the intramural program. The cabinet wishes to commend
Coach Wilhelm on the basis of this report for his fine
work even though he is limited with inadequate facilities and resources. We hope that he will be given more
to work with in the near future.

NEW PROGRAM BEGINS
(Continued from page 1)
uled for occupancy next September, the wing will accommodate
the
English
and
mathematics departments and
the Clemson Computer Center.

riculum is a new Master of Arts
program which will be put into
effect in a year. At present,
Clemson is one of only ten landgrant colleges in the nation that
does not offer the A.B. and
Currently, students in the M.A. degree programs.
\rts and Sciences curriculum
are candidates for the Bachelor
->f Science degree. The new curriculum retains courses here
which previously paralleled the
A.B. degree work, according to
Dean Howard L. Hunter, Dean
of the School of Arts and Sciences, but with a difference.
"For instance," Dean Hunter
explains, "in addition to the
greater number of semester
hours required for graduation,
the amount of mathematics and
ohysical sciences required in the
B.S. program has also been
much greater than for A.B. programs in other institutions."

Dean Harlan E. McClure has
announced that the fifth annual
High School Art Exhibition will
be held at the Clemson College
School of Architecture March
7-29.
All secondary school students
in South Carolina are invited to
enter their works for judging by
March 1. The exhibit will be
opened to the public March 1
for viewing weekdays from 9
a.m. until 4:30 p.m.
The competition is designed
to stimulate active participation and wider interest in fine
arts among the students of
South
Carolina
secondary
schools. Entries will be received in three divisions: free
hand and mechanical drawing
and monochromatic work in
any medium; painting in oil,
water color, casein, pasXel,
crayon, etc.; and sculpture
and crafts in any medium,
such as ceramics, metal, leather, and cloth.
A jury will select first and
second prize winners in each division as merited, distributing a
total of $60 in awards. The entry judged best in the entire
show will win the $30 purchase
award, the work to become a
part of the School's permanent
collection.
Award winners and their
teachers will be luncheon guests
of the School March 1 at the
Clemson House, with a tour of
the School of Architecture and
the College to follow.
Further information about the
preparation of entries may be
obtained by writing to High
School Art Contest, School of
Architecture, Clemson College.
You can't take your money
with you, but you can send it
on ahead.
Car sickness: that feeling you
get every month when the payment falls due.

TERRY BOTTLING COMPANY
SHOOT TIGERS

"The result," he continues,
"has been the loss to Clemson
of many superior students who
wish to take a normal A.B. program."
Dr. R. C. Edwards also
adds that "this situation has
worked a hardship on young
men and women living in the
northwestern part of South
Carolina who wish to pursue a
course of study in a state institution near home." Dr. Edwards termed this expansion of
these Clemson programs "logical" at a time when college age
students are rapidly increasing
in this state.

Under Appointment Of Pepsi-Col* Co. — New T«rk

Being planned along with
the new Bachelor of Arts cur-

Egads, Zip!
Dear Tom,
In short, it is apparent that
Zalin Grant has judged W. D.
Workman unfit for the U. S.
Senate on the basis that he was
introduced as an American, a
southerner, and a South Caro-

MARCH 9
THRU 18
see rne '«« BOATS
MOTORS AMD ACCESSORIES

WELCOME
CLEMSON

ONE OF 28 NEW
JOHNSON SEAHORSE MOTORS!

STUDENTS

Given away nationally
Win the Star of
The Show: Super
Sea-Hone V-75
Electramatic.

BELVEDERE
CAFETERIA
Belvedere Shopping Center

pCEROY

Just visit our showroom,
see the big event, register
and you're eligible.

EMPTY PACK CONTEST NOW!
.^sssHssfflH&r

Anderson

ii

^

Unit/ Tfl U/IM **ust save emPtv Viceroy Packs
flUll IU Win
you may win one of these
exciting prizes for yourself or your club. The group
or individual collecting the most packs wins the first
prize. 2nd prize goes to the second largest number
of packs collected ... and so on. Eight exciting
prizes
all to be awarded on this college campus!
Plan to enter .. . plan to win. Start saving Viceroy
packs today! Ask your friends to help you!

* SERVING Lunch--11-2:15
Dinner--5-8
4\
DATE TO DINNER THIS WEEKEND

GET COMPLETE RULES AND TURN IN EMPTY_PACKS TO
CLEMSON

TOM REID, Distributor

CANTEEN

TURN IN EMPTY PACKS

_

Entries accepted this date only

